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Intro:    
Our focus: 


l  transformative learning in study abroad
l  students’ own perceptions as described in interviews (not 

factual/objective “truth” about cultures)
l  participants’ perspective: making learning visible 


Our study abroad program:


l  Canadian “summer language school” in Mannheim, 
Germany

l  6 weeks July – August
l  first time in 2014: cohort of 9 students
l  for-credit second-year German courses for UW students
l  classroom instruction and field trip/excursion-based 

learning with local students 




Data and Method:    
Data:

l  5 summer school students participating in interviews with graduate 
student interviewers 

l  Interviews pre, during and after SA
l  Selected excerpts for analysis


Sample interview questions:

l  Can you think of an experience you have had where something 
happened that you knew was somehow culturally “wrong”? 

l  Can you think of an experience that you were worried about 
previously that actually turned out to be surprisingly easy/pleasant/
fun?

l  Can you think of an experience that you were not worried about 
previously that actually turned out to be very difficult to handle?

l  What kinds of things would have been helpful to know before you left?
l  What are the most important relationships to you during your time in 

Germany?
l  What are/ were you hoping to get out of your time in Germany? 
l  What do you think you learned while you were abroad?






Research focus:    

Research questions:
l    What do participants perceive as significant in shaping their 
   linguistic and cultural identities?

•  What do they perceive as significant experiences?
•  How do they describe those as learning experiences, i.e. as 

moments that triggered changes that can be regarded as 
identity changes?


Research background:
•    Identity and positioning (Benwell & Stokoe 2009; Harré & Van 
   Langenhove 1991) 
•    Study abroad: identity (Kinginger 2004, 2010, 2013) and 
   transcultural/symbolic competence (Kramsch 2013; Kramsch & 
   Whiteside 2008)
•    Method: interaction analysis (Sidnell & Stivers 2013)



Example 1: Becky_i 21:08, 793-94, “figured out” 


  



Example 1 cont. 






Example 2: Becky_r 03:33, 73-146, “day of rest” 


  



Example 2 cont. 






Summary of observations: 
Identity as described in these interviews: noticing changes about 
themselves, e.g.:


-  Ex. 1: becoming a resourceful and successful participant in 
local encounters 

-  Ex. 2: developing symbolic competence by positioning oneself 
with regard to different cultural practices 

-  Other examples: dealing with difficult identity issues: going 
from a successful learner of German in Canada to an 
inexperienced/struggling learner of German in Germany  


Transformative includes:


-  figuring out complex interactional phenomena and how to 
navigate and manipulate them

-  repositioning oneself culturally by (re-)evaluating and 
adopting certain new practices






Implications 
for pre-departure training: 


Awareness raising: 

-  non-linear identity development is a part of study abroad
-  identity (positioning) is context-depending and changing 
-  encourage/force reevaluation of held perspective and 

beliefs
-  sources prompting change can be external (ex. 1) or 

internal (ex. 2)
-  transformational experiences may be positive or negative


Training method:

    -    work with transcript of interactions (e.g. study abroad 
         experience interviews, interactions in different settings)
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Addl. Example: Dana 11:17, 409-426, “the nearest atm” 


